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Executive Summary
The Wesley Market has been running at the current site for over 20 years and has been an
important part of the Wesley community and the community centre, financially and socially.
The Wesley Market is a mix of farmers market, where it produces fresh food that operates
regularly within a community, and a flea market that provides second‐hand or very cheap
products. It is important to the Puketapapa community, economically, socially and
environmentally. It also provides an opportunity for community development and
empowerment for local community groups.
The Puketapapa Local Board has commissioned a review of the Market to examine its
economic and social development and create a snapshot of the market to identify any items
that need to be reviewed. The review will ensure long term sustainable growth and
wellbeing for the Puketapapa community.
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Background
The Wesley Market is held at the Wesley Community Centre and the War Memorial Park
carpark on the corner of Gifford Avenue and Sandringham Road Extension every Tuesday
and Friday from 7.30am – 1pm except public holidays. The Market first began in 1994, to
meet the needs of the low income and diverse community, many of whom are on a benefit
and are looking for quality items. It began first with selling produce and slowly grew into a
market with bric‐a‐brac and food. It is Auckland’s first and only mid‐week day market. Stalls
offer a variety of produce, new and used goods, toys, jewellery, food and bric‐a‐brac.
Puketapapa Local Board – Outcomes
The market meets the Puketapapa Local Board plan outcomes:


People with a voice who can make a contribution
o Local diverse people gather and support community initiatives
o Engaging diverse community to ensure that their feedback is collected and heard



Thriving local economy, good local jobs
o Local community create employment and business opportunities and make Wesley
more attractive and lively
o Support social enterprises and upskilling through the market



Vibrant popular parks and treasured natural environment
o War Memorial Park well used, community centre is vibrant, and increased
understanding of the natural environment including the creek and park space



Healthy, safe people and places
o Provide a safe venue for social gathering and bonding for people of different ethnic
background, religion, and age groups



A strong sense of belonging and local identity
o Celebrate local connections to Puketapapa

Demographics for Puketapapa Local Board
According to Census Auckland, the demographic of Puketapapa Local Board as of Census
2013 is as follows:
Total Population
Age Groups:
0–4
3,486
5–9
3,297
10 – 14
3,249
15 – 19
4,029
20 – 24
4,812
25 – 29
4,317
30 – 34
3,777
Ethnicity:
European: 19,140
(Top 2: NZ Euro: 17,226 & British: 780)

52, 983
35 – 39
40 – 44
45 – 49
50 – 54
55 – 59
60 – 64
65+

3,318
3,543
3,639
3,684
3,141
2,499
6,150

Asian: 22,284
(Top 2: Indian: 10,065 & Chinese: 8,115)
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Stallholders
There are a number of regular stallholders:


Producers: Fruits and vegetable



Non‐Producers: Seafood and fishmongers



Prepared food vendors



Manufacturers or distributors: New
clothing



Commercial Retailers: New clothing and
toys, watches, jewellery and accessories,
household items, perfume, new
kitchenware and electrical, key cutting



Figure 1 Produce stall

Private Retailers: Pre‐loved clothing, general bric‐a‐brac,
antique

There are around 25 – 50 stallholders at the market, depending on a number of factors such
as weather and time of the year. There is a mixture of where the stallholders come from.
Many of the producers are from South Auckland whilst the rest of them are local.
Many stallholders are professional retailers. The Wesley Market is not the only market they
operate and many work in night markets and day markets such as Mangere, Avondale and
Takapuna in the weekends, and attend major events and festivals in the summer.
Stall Fees
The current stall fee structure is as follows:
Permanent Stalls
Ordinary Stalls

Food Stalls
Produce

Casual Stalls
Ordinary Stalls

Food Stalls
Produce
Amenities
Table
Chairs
Rubbish Bag

$15 – 20 (standard 3 x 3m)
$20 ‐ $30 (double 3 x 6m)
$10 (extra space)
$30
$5 (community stalls 1 x 1m)
$40 (double 3 x 6m)
$10 (extra spaces)
$25 (standard 3 x 3m)
$40 (double 3 x 3m)
$10 (extra spaces)
$30
$50 (standard 3 x 3m)
$10 (extra spaces)
$5 each
$2 each
$5 each
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Gazebo
*The fees include power supply

$5 each

Customers
There are no formal number counts of customers that visit the market. It is estimated that
there is over 1,000 customers during summer and around 500 during winter. The majority of
the customers come for produce and non‐produce (fishmonger) fresh food.
It is expected many of the customers to be local, but some can be from further away as this
is the only central Auckland market during weekdays. One of the stallholders has also
started online shopping and pick up on site, which attract customers from out of the area.
Many of the customers are trade customers. For example, they visit the market to buy fruit
and vegetables for shops and restaurants and property managers’ get their keys cut for the
rental properties they manage.
Revenue
The Market generated over $112,000 revenue for the year 2014 – 2015, and over $115,000
of revenue recorded for the year 2015 – 2016.
The Wesley Market currently generates over 70% of revenue for the Wesley Community
Centre.
Staffing
The Market had one Market Supervisor who worked 20 hours a week, from 6am – 3pm on
Market days which was increased to 30 hours a week from July 2016. Occasionally
Community Service Workers from the Department of Corrections will provide general
support such as cleaning at the Wesley Community Centre. Cleaning services are also
contracted to provide clean‐up support between 1pm and 3pm on market days.
Zero Waste
Zero Waste is not so much a goal as a philosophy that says waste is never a good thing, so
rather than just accept it as inevitable, and let’s work towards eliminating it. In events, a
zero waste approach aims to ‘design out’ waste from the system. It is not just about
managing waste that is created, but also about continually seeking to improve the
management of material flows so that eventually there are no materials used in an event
that do not have further beneficial use. A ‘zero waste’ event therefore is an event run
according to this zero waste philosophy, rather than an event from which there is not a
single scrap of rubbish produced.’
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Guidelines for working towards Zero Waste Events (Auckland Council, Appendix A)1
Current waste situation at Wesley Market
Waste is currently collected at various points on site, around the carpark and around the
community centre.
The stallholders are expected to remove their own waste from the site; stallholders
regularly dispose rubbish, including bric‐a‐brac, cardboard, food waste and general waste
into the rubbish bins provided by the market, or within the grounds of the market. The
market supplies black rubbish bags at $5 each which include any waste management. The
seafood stall is the only stall that will purchase the bags.
The majority of waste produced from the market includes:


Soft plastic (plastic bags and wrapping)



Food waste (produce, seafood, prepared food)



Cardboard



Food packaging, including polystyrene and paper bag



Non‐market generated rubbish

Currently the market generates:


Cardboard: Actual load unknown. Guestimate of approximately 60 – 80kg a day in
winter and 80 – 100kg in summer. Majority of the cardboard is picked up by an
external stakeholder – a recycling company.



Food Waste: Approximately 1440L – 1680L a day in winter, and approximately 1680L
– 1920L in summer. Of which approximately 720L – 1680L of produce waste are
picked up by Larney Palmer, Farm Manager of Mount Albert Grammar School. 240L
of fishmonger waste are sometimes picked up by external stakeholder who
redistribute to farms and for other usage.



Soft plastic, recycling and general landfill waste: Approximately 480L – 720L a day.
Currently all mixed together, and this includes food container, coffee cups,
unwanted bric‐a‐brac items and household items.

Estimated total waste to be collected from the market:


Daily: 1980kg – 2240kg in summer and 2240kg – 2740kg in winter



Weekly: 3960kg – 4480kg in summer and 4480kg – 5480kg in winter



Annually: 205,920kg – 232,960kg in summer and 232,960kg – 284,960kg in winter

1

Auckland Council Guideline for working towards Zero Waste Events https://www.zerowaste.co.nz/assets/Auckland%20Council%20Zerowaste%20Events%20%20Toolkit.p
df
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Figure 2 Current rubbish storage point - locked
crèche Area

Figure 3 View of some of the rubbish collection

Figure 4 Cardboard boxes not picked up by
cardboard collector

Figure 5 Cardboard not picked up by cardboard
collector

Figure 6 Some of the fruit and vegetables collected

Figure 7 Some of the fruit and vegetables collected

Current budget for rubbish removal is $8,000 for 2016/2017, and cleaners and pack down
services from is budgeted at $6,000 for 2016/2017.
One day waste audit by EcoMatters Environmental Trust
EcoMatters Environmental Trust (EcoMatters) was invited to conduct a waste audit at the
Wesley Market and it was conducted on 26 April 2016.
EcoMatters have found that the waste management has not been well managed in the past
and there is a sense of frustration on the lack of consistency on how waste has been dealt
with.
To get a better understanding of waste the Market generates, they sorted out the waste to
identify the potential amount of waste that could be diverted from landfill, and this was
only with the produce.
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Audit as follows:
In order of amounts produced:
1. Cardboard – there is a vast amount of cardboard produced at the market, mainly
boxes from produce. It is collected by a guy for free, who also collect boxes at other
markets such as Avondale. We have yet to establish what happens with this
cardboard.
Additional cardboard from Bric‐a‐Brac is collected by the Market Supervisor and
placed in a cardboard stack ready to be picked up by Rubbish Direct.
2. Food Waste (23.5kg) – the majority of the food waste generated by the produce
vendors is picked up by a pig farmer, and the majority of the seafood waste is picked
up by another group on a Friday. Mussel shells are processed as chicken coop. The
remaining food waste is made up of items left behind from the vendors such as
littered food and food that has been mixed up in the landfill bin. This food waste was
taken back to EcoMatters and processed into compost. EcoMatters was also able to
divert another 24.3kg of food waste that was left behind in the cardboard area by
one of the vendor. This went into the pig farmer’s trailer.
3. Soft Plastics (7kg) – This mainly came from pre‐packaged fruits and vegetables, and
littered plastic bags around the site. Some of these plastic can enter the creek at
times. The soft plastics are taken back to EcoMatters and placed into a soft plastic
bag for recycling.
4. Recycling (2.6kg) – There was very little recycling waste produced from the market,
however this small amount mainly came from vendor drinks.
EcoMatters was able to divert 57.4kg of waste from landfill from this one day waste audit.

Literature Review
Markets have been historically used to serve both economic and social objectives, (Gross,
2011) (Morales, 2009). Whether it is a farmers’ market that promotes “buy local, eat
seasonal” or a flea market that supports local economic and community development,
markets are important to the local communities. The resurgence of markets around the
world is contributed to a number of factors; the rise of television chefs support a growing
interest in fresh produce, in organics and in sustainable agriculture, or the consumer’s
desire to cut out the middleman and buy directly from the growers. (Billing, 2006) (Gross,
2011)
Economic Benefits
Research overseas and in New Zealand found that farmers are able to receive a larger
proportion of the earnings from customers spend on food at a market. (Gross, 2011) A study
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commissioned by the Otago Market Trust estimated that at least $750,000 was spent in the
market’s first six months of operation, “every $10 spent on locally produced food is worth
$24 to the local area. In contrast, $10 spent at a supermarket generates just $14.” (Gross,
2011) They also found that only around 12% of vendors rely on farmers’ markets as their
only distribution outlet and source of income. Many farmers would operate at markets
because they are finding it hard to sell to supermarkets because the price and supply
requirements are too difficult to meet. Selling at the market makes them more money but it
is still cheaper for the customers, so it is a win‐win situation. (Billing, 2006)
Markets also provide an opportunity to serve as incubators, a way to support services and
businesses, to develop and incubate relationships between public and private groups,
chambers of commerce, micro‐entrepreneurship, non‐profit organisations and immigrant
groups. (Morales, 2009)
Markets are also perceived as providing the local producers an alternative income stream
(Millar & Melissa, 2012), and the additional outlet able to provide them with a fairly
consistent cash flow. (Gross, 2011). It allows business owners to create jobs for their family
and other staff members as well. (Project for Public Spaces, 2016)
There is also a flow‐on effect. A report done in Victoria found that customers visit town for
the farmers’ market actually end up supporting other businesses in the area, including other
food stores. (Gross, 2011) (Morales, 2009)
Social Benefits
Markets are places that help incorporate diverse communities, new immigrants, ensure
food security and address unemployment. (Morales, 2009) Markets are also places where
people use it as a community space. There are different motives for shopping, to buy
something, to browse, to get out of the house, to get some exercise or to keep up with the
latest trends, according to the Association Professor Andrew Parsons from Massey
University. “Then there is the social reason, the opportunity to meet other people and to
exchange ideas with your peer groups.” (Billing, 2006) (Morales, 2009) Shoppers are ten
times more likely to have a conversation at the farmers’ market versus at a supermarket.
(Gross, 2011)
Shopping malls are increasingly seeing the need to look at how malls contribute to
interactions and socialisation, a space that market used to fill, and are tapping this with
tailored additional facilities. (Billing, 2006) (Gibson & Schoultz, 2015)
Markets are also the place to talk about where things come from. “The farmers’ markets
offer someone an experience. You don’t go there to find cheap food. It’s not always cheap.
It’s not always good quality. But people go there to talk to the guy they think grew the
potatoes,” says Agrifood consultant David McKinna. (Millar & Melissa, 2012) This allows
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many important environment awareness and education to take place as the relationship
between grower and the consumers are built in the market. (Gross, 2011)
Of course, in addition to customers visiting the local town centre and supporting other
businesses in the area, markets can also revitalise town and public space, regenerate the
community spirit of the host community, make rural and urban links and benefit health.
(Gross, 2011) (Link & Chris, 2007) (McCormack, Laska, Larson, & Story, 2010)
Environmental Benefits
Farmers markets are important part of sustainable development. It provides an awareness
of recognising natural resources (Link & Chris, 2007). They are able to reduce the amount of
fossil fuels used in transportation and can shorten the food supply chain between producers
and consumers, thus reducing carbon footprint. (Gross, 2011) (Link & Chris, 2007) This also
includes other environmental waste such as packaging, handling and storage.
On the other hand, flea markets also provide an opportunity for pre‐loved items to be
recycled and upcycled, thus reducing landfill waste. The clothing industry is also an industry
that has huge health and environmental impact. (Greer, 2013) (Singer, 2015) (Matthews,
2015)

Research Methodology
The research is based on a brief from the Local Board, a series of questionnaire to
stallholders, customers and neighbours living in the area, literature review and discussions
with Council management.

Survey Purpose
Local Board
The review is to look at the economic and community development impact the market has
on the Puketapapa ward.
Council Management
The review is to ensure that the market aligns with the Council policies and develop a
sustainability plan.

Research Location
Surveys were distributed onsite where stallholders and customers were encouraged to take
them home and return them later. Additional surveys for neighbours were hand delivered
to their mailbox.
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Survey Collection
Stallholder Survey
60 surveys were distributed including 10 in Chinese for Chinese‐speaking stallholders. The
Market Supervisor explained the importance and the purpose of the surveys. Nine
completed surveys were received.
Customer Survey
50 surveys were distributed to the customers at random and the purpose explained to them.
22 completed surveys were received.
Neighbours Survey
100 surveys were distributed to households living in the
precinct of the market and were provided with postage‐
paid envelops according to the map above. Eight
completed surveys were received.
Figure 8 Neighbour survey distribution

Interview Collection
Stallholders were interviewed face‐to‐face at their stalls in
regards to their views of the market and how they feel
about making changes.

Survey Results
Stallholders
A mix of stallholders provided their feedback, including producers, prepared food vendors,
commercial retailers and private retailers. Most of these stallholders are relatively new to
the market and have been operating at the market for less than five years but operated
every Tuesday and Friday. Most of them first heard about the market through word of
mouth. They came from various parts of Auckland, with a few from Mt Roskill and
Hillsborough.
Economic Benefits
Stallholders agree that the market is an important source of income generally even though
this is not their major source of income. Most of them make less than $10,000 per annum at
the market and very few generate over $30,000. However, a few of them actually do hire at
least one other staff member or family members to help on the day. They are concerned
however with the lack of advertising and lack of traffic flow at times making businesses hard.
Social Benefits
Stallholders agree that the market is an important part of the community and their social
wellbeing generally. They are happy with the mix of stallholders and the market
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management, and feel like they can talk to somebody (particularly to the Chinese speaking
stallholders) and regular customers are like old friends.
Many stallholders surveyed like this market because it is close to where they live, has a
sense of community and friendliness and has been around for a long time. The Market also
allows them to make extra money and meet lots of people during the week, unlike other
markets that operate only during the weekend.
Environmental Benefits
The stallholders are generally happy about where they are and the traffic management in
place. They are also happy with the Health and Safety measurements and the market
management in general.
The stallholders are somewhat worried about the amount of waste generated from this
market but are confident with their waste management practices. The majority of the waste
they believe is generated from this market is cardboard, food waste and soft plastic and do
not believe they create much landfill.
Customers
A mix of customers living in various part of Auckland provided their feedback. Many of them
live in the area, with equal numbers of male and female, and many are between 35 – 65
years old and a few over 65 years old. Many of the customers have been visiting the market
for more than five years and the majority of them visit every Tuesday and Friday. They first
knew about the market through word of mouth and walk past.
Not surprisingly, the majority of the customers visit the market for produce, bric‐a‐brac and
other household items.
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Figure 9 Map of Respondents' Residencies

Economic Benefits
The majority of the customers believe that this market is an important part of economic
development in this area. Customers generally spend less than $30 per visit on average.
Social Benefits
Customers are generally happy with the way the market runs including from the cleanliness
of the market, health and safety and the management of the market. This is a place that
provides diversity, outings, ability to meet other people and the ability to find out more
about community events and information. It has a strong community vibe and provides
access to local and traditional food.
Environmental Benefits
Customers are generally concerned about the amount of waste generated from this market
and would like to look at how to manage it better. Parking remains a problem for the
customers who attend the market.
Neighbours
The variety of neighbours is diverse and many know about the market. All of them regularly
shop at the market.
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Economic Benefits
Neighbours spend about $30 on average per visit. However, they cannot see how the
market contributes to the economic benefit for the area. They do see that the market
provides an abundance of all seasonal
fruit and vegetable for a cheap price.
Social Benefits
They enjoy having a produce market in
their proximity so they can get all their
vegetable and fruit shopping done for
the week and enjoy speaking to the
stallholders. The only problem is that
the market does not always benefit the
neighbours as many of them have to
go to work. They would also like to see more diverse stalls that are different to the current
stalls.
Environmental Benefits
Neighbours are generally happy with the current health and safety arrangement but not
surprisingly, they are unhappy with the limited parking available and poor traffic
management in place. They are concerned about the problems caused due to the narrow
road (at Gifford Avenue) and safety of pedestrians. Not surprisingly, they are also concerned
about the amount of waste generated from this market and they would like to find out
more about how the waste is managed.

Interview and Observation Results
Stallholders
Many stallholders have been operating in the area for a long time. They know the market
well, and have dealt with various market managers, been relocated to various places, and
has gone through various programmes.
The market began at the carpark by Gifford Avenue. Many were later moved to the
courtyard outside of the Wesley Community Centre. Some were moved to the onsite
carpark at one point but was relocated back to Gifford Avenue.
Some stallholders talked about how they felt “betrayed” when they were asked to move to
the courtyard. They believed that it was a temporary move to see if that could work but
then become permanent. Some stallholders also felt that business has gone down since the
relocation and “could never understand why”, with some saying “we have customers who
come back two years later saying ‘where did you go?’ I’ve been here all along!”
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There are also health and safety concerns reported. Cars often remove the cones to park at
the drive way in the Gifford Ave carpark, thus blocking the entrance for any emergency exits.
Many are concerned that emergency services cannot enter the market should we need
urgent assistance.
There are also concerns of theft at the market. A number of stallholders have reported that
regular anti‐social behaviour such a theft has occurred by a few people who “regularly steal”.
They steal produce at the market and placed them in the bag. When confronted by the
stallholders, they will return them. Stallholders watch out for each another at the moment
but are unsure about what they should do when there are thieves.
There are also concerned with a number of anti‐social behaviour closer to the Community
Centre because the cluster of bric‐a‐brac goods, with both stallholders and customers
reported goods or other valuable missing.
Customers
Many customers regularly hang out at the market
even when they are not buying anything. They see
this as a place to chat to stallholders, bond with
other customers, and sometimes a place to meet
others. There are also a number of trade customers
who pick up their produce before 7.30am for their
shops or restaurant. Stalls buy from each another
as well, for food, produce, second‐hand goods,
household items, or even get their keys cut.

Figure 10 Cars removing traffic cones to
drive into the market for convenience

Stakeholders
Other than the Council staff, Auckland Transport staff are important part of the market.
They are often here to educate the public on the parking rules on Gifford Avenue and
Elpinstone Avenue, letting them knows why parking there is a health and safety risk. At
times they receive abuse from the customers but they remain professional and calm at all
times. They have been providing support to both stallholders and customers, answering
queries, and providing customer services. They recognise too that parking is an issue and
more support is required. They direct customers to park behind the community centre.
There have been reports by the Community Police of safety related issues, especially during
the pre‐Christmas period. Opportunists will observe the trading pattern at the market to
seek opportunities to steal. Both the Mt Roskill Community Patrols and Mt Roskill
Community Constables are working together to provide safety and security support at the
market.
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There is a need for increased security during pre‐Christmas periods. Presence of security is
common at other markets such as Avondale (six security guards) and Auckland Night
Markets (four – six security guards). At the New Lynn Night Market, there were two – three
Ethnic or Pacific Wardens on site to provide safety support.

Summary and Recommendation
Drawing from the feedback received, a number of changes are necessary in order for the
market to meet and grow the economic, social and environmental benefits to the local
community.

Economic Benefits
Summary
Marketing and Promotion
There is a strong need for marketing and promotion of the market. While the market has
been around for more than 20 years, being a mid‐week daytime market means that the
market is missing out on a lot of potential customers who are unable to visit the market. At
the same time, the demographic have changed dramatically since the market first started.
Some residents we interviewed have relocated to Puketapapa recently, and have not heard
of the market. A number of new initiatives have started, for example, Facebook, Instagram
and Snapchat accounts were set up to promote various events via social media. In addition,
the market is relisted on Eventfinda, a free event listing page online. Council’s own iKnow
customer service system and OurAuckland has also been updated, allowing better
communication between front‐of‐house and customers. Marketing and promotion could
increase foot traffic and stall enquiries, thus increase the income for stallholders and for the
Wesley Community Centre.
Increase Diversity
More stalls are required to attract more customers and also for the Community Centre.
However there is a need for diversifying the type of stalls currently available. This reduces
direct competition with other stalls currently on site, as this is a small market. It also creates
variety and keeps the market appealing for a larger crowd. There is a need to look at holding
the market on other days or times, such as weekends or evenings, to cater for the needs of
the community who cannot visit during regular market hours.
Increase Programmes and Activities
There is a need to develop and organise quality events, programmes or activities during the
market hours. Suggested programmes include fitness, healthy food demonstrations, art
classes and school holiday programmes. Events such as Christmas celebrations or activities
such as waste management and community garden workshops could also be offered. All of
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these take advantage of the existing resources and programmes already available at the
Wesley Community Centre.
Explore Alterative Retail Models
According to Sarah Quinland, Senior Vice President and Group Head of Market Insights for
Mastercard, growth in online grocery shopping has increased in double digits.2 The market
could explore alternative retail and business models, including Veg and Fruit Box3, or order
and pick up services (which is already in place by one stallholder). This could potentially
enhance the trading activities from this market.
Recommendations – To achieve greater economic benefits:
 Increase marketing and promotion
o Paid advertisements in local community paper and ethnic newspaper
o Paid advertisement via social media
o Use of Community Notice Board in the Puketapapa Ward
 Explore additional market options in partnership with community groups
o Develop ongoing partnership New Zealand Chinese Antique and Art
Collectors Inc.
o Develop ongoing relationship with vendors and other community groups
 Develop complimentary programmes and activities
 Explore alternative business development options

Social Benefits
Summary
Social Inclusion
Encourage and foster accessibility and inclusion. The market is currently targeted at low
income consumers and migrant groups. This should continue to be a key audience group for
the market, as it dramatically helps to promote and maintain social wellbeing while
fostering social networks.
Stakeholders Consultation
Ongoing consultation with stakeholders such as the Council, Local Board and Auckland
Transport, local businesses, community members, Community Constable and Community
Patrolling, other markets, producers, consumers and centre users is important to build the
market, but also to gain a good understanding of how to make the market a success. These

2

Quinland’s interview with Paul Henry: http://www.newshub.co.nz/tvshows/paulhenry/20pct‐of‐nz‐credit‐
card‐transactions‐are‐online‐shopping‐2016062811#axzz4Cw1j36FM
3
Examples such as http://www.vegebox.co.nz/ or http://www.commonsenseorganics.co.nz/shop‐
online/fruit‐and‐vegetables/fruit‐and‐vege‐boxes/30‐fruit‐and‐vege‐box/
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parties offer a wealth of knowledge and advice, based on experience locally and with other
markets. Consultation also helps build positivity within the market, decreasing potential
conflict in the future and building a relationship for stronger community cohesion.
Recommendations – To achieve greater social benefits:
 Invite community and ethnic groups to participate in other workshops and activities
at the market
 Ensure ongoing communication take place and relationships to be developed and
maintained

Environmental Benefits
Summary
Waste Management
Waste reduction is a major concern that customers and neighbours have that will need to
be looked at. An audit and proposal by EcoMatters would see a dramatic reduction of
landfill waste resulting in approximately only 11kg of waste to landfill every week.
EcoMatters could be contracted to provide the service which takes into account the ongoing
education of stallholders and customers. EcoMatters recommended that in order to become
a Zero‐Waste market, it could cost up to $64,000. A reduction of the quotation could have
an impact on the total waste reduction and the final amount of landfill waste diversion but
could work towards a Zero‐Waste market within 5 years.
In order to achieve zero‐waste events and waste minimisation programmes, an important
outcome for Puketāpapa Local Board to ensure a healthy habitable place and to meet our
obligations under the Waste Minimisation for a Zero‐Waste city by 20204, a robust plan and
budget will need to be investigated, drafted and reported.
Health and Safety
Traffic Management
Traffic management is a major concern for customers, neighbours and stallholders and is
currently poorly managed. Accidents have been reported at Gifford Avenue and vehicles
blocking entrances block fire and ambulance entry. Neighbours also feel disrupted and this
causes arguments with customers and Auckland Transport staff. There is a need to help
educate customers and provide better traffic management support.

4

Auckland Waste Management and Minimisation Plan:
http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/EN/environmentwaste/rubbishrecycling/wastemanagementandmi
nimisationplan/Documents/finalaucklandwastemanagementandminimisationplan.pdf
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Theft and other anti‐social behaviour
Stallholders have reported items stolen regularly (for produce and household items) and
there is an ongoing risk for the Market Supervisor during the money collection process.
Wardens or a similar support system are important for the health and safety of the market,
for stallholders, customers and staff at the market. The cost for security services is
approximately $25 ‐ $30 per hour per person, and the market will require around two –
three security guards on site, with more in the summer and pre‐Christmas period. This could
be replaced by Community Patrol New Zealand – Mt Roskill and Mt Roskill Community
Policing but attendance is irregular.
Recommendations – To achieve greater environmental benefits:
 Support the work recommended by EcoMatters with a reduced budget, working
towards a Zero‐Waste market by 2021.
 Support the work of Community Patrol Mt Roskill and Mt Roskill Community Policing
team to target theft/anti‐social behaviour.
 Seek market volunteers/assistance to provide support with traffic management,
security and safety and pack down.
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Appendix One – EcoMatters’ Analysis of Waste at Wesley
Market (Double click document to open)
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